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Coarse graining of dense liquid-state systems can potentially lead to fast simulation times, thus
providing an effective bridge between atomistic and continuum descriptions. Dissipative particle
dynamics 共DPD兲 is a stochastic Lagrangian method that provides a simple formal procedure for
coarse graining. Here we analyze some of the fundamental modeling ideas of DPD and identify
three factors that limit its application at high coarse-graining levels: interparticle force magnitude,
compressibility, and geometric confinement. These artifacts lead to erroneous transport properties of
highly coarse-grained DPD systems and thus incorrect dynamics in simulating complex fluids, e.g.,
colloids and polymers. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2191050兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the teraflop speeds of current parallel computer
systems, molecular modeling of liquid-state systems based
on atomistic simulations is still computationally prohibitive
for mesoscopic spatial domains and integration times. To this
end, many interesting new methods have been proposed in
the last few years focusing on coarse-graining 共CG兲 approaches that yield low-dimensional systems amenable to
fast computations in simulation studies of simple and even
complex, e.g., biomolecular, liquid systems. Typical CG approaches include the elimination of fast degrees of freedom,
clustering of individual atoms into larger single-interaction
particles, and spatiotemporal averaging of effective interaction potentials.1 Other recent CG approaches based on stochastic closures or approximate inertial manifold ideas that
could potentially be used for liquid-state systems can be
found in Refs. 2 and 3, respectively.
Dissipative particle dynamics4 共DPD兲 is a CG method
that employs both simplified potentials—that can be thought
of as averaged effective potentials5—and grouping of atoms
into a single particle, i.e., the DPD particle. Specifically, the
DPD method describes interacting clusters of molecules
moving together in a Lagrangian fashion subject to soft
repulsive-only potentials. While DPD has been successfully
applied in several simulations of complex fluids,6–9 there are
still fundamental unresolved issues that prevent this computationally efficient method from widespread use: they include
thermodynamic consistency, coarse-graining artifacts, and
anomalous behavior in confined geometries. In the current
work, we investigate various aspects of coarse graining and
identify the main factors that limit this procedure both in
open periodic and in wall-bounded DPD systems. Although
we focus our investigation to single-phase liquid systems,
our results apply to multiphase complex fluids with significant consequences on the accuracy of their transport
dynamics.
a兲
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As a particle-based mesoscopic method, DPD considers
N particles, each having mass mi, whose momenta and position vectors are governed by Newton’s equations of motion.
For a typical particle i: vi = dri / dt, and Fi = midvi / dt, where vi
its velocity, ri its position, and Fi its net force. The interparticle force Fij exerted on particle i by particle j is composed
R
of conservative 共FCij 兲, dissipative 共FD
ij 兲, and random 共Fij兲
components. Hence, the total force on particle i is given by
−1/2 R
Fij, ⌬t being the simulation time
Fi = 兺i⫽jFCij + FD
ij + ⌬t
step. The sum acts over all particles within a cutoff radius rc
beyond which the forces are considered negligible. We set
the interaction radius to rc = 1, thus defining the length scale
of the system. Denoting rij = ri − r j, vij = vi − v j, rij = 兩rij兩, and
the unit vector eij = rij / rij, the forces are
FCij = F共C兲共rij兲eij ,

D
FD
ij = − ␥ 共rij兲共vij · eij兲eij ,

FRij = RR共rij兲ijeij ,
where the ij are symmetric Gaussian random variables with
zero mean and unit variance and R , ␥ are coupled by R2
= 2␥kBT, kB being the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature of the system.10 A common choice for the conservative force is a soft repulsion given by F共C兲共rij兲
= aij max兵1 − 共rij / rc兲 , 0其. The dissipative and random forces,
on the other hand, are characterized by strengths D共rij兲 and
R共rij兲 coupled by D共rij兲 = 关R共rij兲兴2 = max兵共1 − 共rij / rc兲兲2 , 0其.
The above relation is necessary for thermodynamic
equilibrium.10 The pair of dissipative and random forces constitutes the DPD local thermostat. We will refer to this
method as the DPD-Verlet version as we will employ a
modified Verlet algorithm to integrate the stochastic equations of motion.11
An alternative DPD method that employs the Andersen
thermostat, instead of the aforementioned pair of forces, has
been proposed by Lowe.12 This method achieves realistic
values of the Schmidt number and is less sensitive to the size
of the integration time step. Thermal equilibrium is achieved
probabilistically by drawing relative velocities from a Maxwell distribution, just like in molecular dynamics 共MD兲
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simulations, but for pairs of particles within rc instead of
individual particles as in MD. The probability is 0 艋 ⌫⌬t
艋 1, where ⌫ is the thermalization parameter with large values corresponding to thermalization of almost all particles. In
general, the DPD-Lowe fluid is very viscous so it is of interest to investigate both the DPD-Verlet and the DPD-Lowe
versions.
The computational advantage of DPD compared to MD
for mesoscopic systems stems from the use of soft potentials
as well as the clustering of Nm atoms into a large DPD particle. Experience with DPD simulations and scaling arguments 共see Ref. 7兲 shows that the combined computational
5/3
, which
speedup, say, for water simulation, is about 1000Nm
for Nm = 5 and 10 gives the large factors of 73 000 and
464 000, respectively. Clearly, such accelerated simulations,
especially at Nm 艌 10, allow for laptop-based mesoscopic
simulations of complex biomolecular systems where water is
the main component. The question, however, we address in
this work is what are the fundamental and practical factors
that limit large values of Nm, and what kind of “fingerprint”
monitoring is required to be developed in order to recognize
the potential limits and associated numerical artifacts.
In the following, we present first the DPD CG procedure
in Sec. II, and in Secs. III and IV we deal separately with
open 共periodic兲 and wall-bounded DPD systems, respectively. In Sec. V we investigate the effect of different parameters in the DPD and Andersen thermostats on the Nm limits
that we obtained in the previous sections. We conclude in
Sec. VI with a brief summary and a discussion on how the
observed artifacts affect adversely the dynamics of complex
fluids, e.g., polymers and colloids.

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Dynamic viscosity 共DPD units兲 of the DPD fluid as a
function of Nm. The dashed line in the DPD-Verlet fluid 共circles兲 is a secondorder polynomial fit. The right vertical axis corresponds to the Verlet viscosity only.
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II. DPD COARSE-GRAINING PROCEDURE

We will apply coarse graining to a Lennard-Jones 共LJ兲
fluid of density MD = 0.8−3 in a domain 34.2 ⫻ 8.55
⫻ 34.2 in x-y-z, where  is the atomic diameter. The viscosity of the LJ fluid was obtained via nonequilibrium MD
simulations using Lees-Edwards boundary conditions and is
equal to 1.97m / 共兲, where m and  are MD units of mass
and time, correspondingly. The dimensionless compressibility −1 = 15.36 was found by conducting equilibrium isothermal MD simulations, where the pressure was computed over
a range of densities, for details we refer to Ref. 13.
The degree of coarse graining in DPD is characterized
by the number Nm of LJ atoms contained in a DPD particle.
Thus, the mass M of a DPD particle is Nm times the mass of
a MD particle, and we also set the DPD fluid density DPD
equal to 3r−3
c . The cut-off radius rc can be found by equating
the mass densities of the MD and DPD systems while the
DPD time scale can be related to the MD time scale by
setting the shear viscosities of the corresponding fluids to be
the same. The conservative forces present in the DPD equations F共C兲共rij兲 are associated with the equation of state of the
DPD fluid 共see Ref. 11兲 since the magnitude a = aij of the
conservative force is determined by the dimensionless compressibility −1. The main equations are summarized below:

共1兲

M = mNm ,

冊

1/3

,

共2兲

−1Nm − 1
,
2␣DPD

共3兲

冉冊

*
DPD
rc 2
.
MD 

共4兲

The variables marked with the symbol * have the same numerical values as in DPD but they have units of MD. The
coefficient ␣ in Eq. 共3兲 was determined to be ␣
= 0.101± 0.001 in Ref. 11. The DPD simulation parameters
can be expressed in reduced MD units using these equations.
We first compute the viscosity of DPD fluid for kBT
= 0.1 共R = 3 , ␥ = 45兲 and different values of the coarsegraining parameter Nm based on the Lees-Edwards method.14
In Fig. 1 we plot representative values of the dynamic viscosity  for both the DPD-Verlet and the DPD-Lowe methods. We note that even for small values of the thermalization
parameter ⌫ the DPD-Lowe fluid is more viscous than the
DPD-Verlet fluid. In the latter case for Nm 艋 10 the viscosity
2
.
increases approximately as Nm
In the coarse-graining procedure we keep the DPD density constant as we need to have DPD 艌 3r−3
c in order to have
a liquid phase;11 hence, the volume of the domain has to
decrease accordingly as we increase Nm. In Table I we
present the domain size for different values of Nm.
TABLE I. Size of the domain in DPD units at different coarsening levels.
Nm

1

5

9

13

17

L

22.01

12.87

10.58

9.36

8.56
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III. OPEN DPD SYSTEMS

We first investigate the effect of coarse graining by performing DPD-Verlet simulations in a fully periodic domain
of size 共10rc兲3 containing 3000 particles. The temperature of
the fluid is set to kBT = 0.1 and the DPD force parameters are
R = 3 and ␥ = 45. 关Equation 共3兲 is used to calculate the conservative force parameter a.兴 The modified velocity Verlet
method 共with  = 0.5兲 共Ref. 11兲 and a time step of 0.02 are
used to advance the system in time. Initially, all DPD particles are densely packed occupying only a small fraction of
the computational domain. After letting the fluid to equilibrate for 80 000 time steps, we record the mean-square displacement 共MSD兲 for 20 000 steps.
In three dimensions and for periodic equilibrium systems, the MSD of atoms is related to the diffusion coefficient
D through the Einstein relation
具关r共t兲 − r共0兲兴 典
.
6t

FIG. 3. Radial distribution function for different Nm in an open DPD system
共DPD units兲.

2

D = lim
t→⬁

共5兲

Equation 共5兲 implies that for large times the mean-square
displacement grows linearly. The diffusion coefficient is obtained by calculating the slope of MSD versus time in the
asymptotic regime. 共For nonequilibrium systems the displacement of the atoms due to the bulk transport is subtracted.兲 In Fig. 2 we plot the MSD for the Nm = 1 and Nm
= 100 cases. The former shows the initial quadratic response
and the subsequent linear growth with time, as expected;
however, in the latter 共Nm = 100兲 we observe a very different
behavior, more characteristic of solidlike structures. In Fig. 2
we plot the diffusion coefficient D computed for different
levels of coarse graining of the DPD fluid. The values of D
gradually decrease with Nm, and for Nm = 30 the diffusion
coefficient is about 450 times smaller than that for Nm = 1.
For homogeneous substances the structural arrangement
of atoms depends only on the distance r between atoms. The
radial distribution function 共RDF兲 is proportional to the
probability of finding two atoms separated by distance r and
it is defined by

g共r兲 =

1
NDPD

冓

N

N

␦ 关r − rij兴
兺i 兺
i⫽j

冔

.

共6兲

Here, N is the total number of atoms, DPD is the number
density, rij is the distance between centers of atoms i and j,
and the angular brackets represent time averaging. In Fig. 3
we present the radial distribution functions for different levels of coarse graining Nm. In all cases g共r兲 is computed using
equilibrium simulations with 3000 particles in the fully periodic domain of size 共10rc兲3. The simulations were run for
12 000 time steps and the RDF was computed during the last
2000 steps. RDF is a helpful indicator of the nature of the
phase assumed by the simulated system.15 For atoms frozen
onto the sites of regular lattice structures, g共r兲 takes the form
of a sequence of delta distributions whereas for gases g共r兲
⬅ 1. If atoms are vibrating about rather than being fixed to
the lattice sites, then the delta distributions in g共r兲 resolve
into Gaussians. For partially crystallized substances, g共r兲
may contain secondary peaks not found in g共r兲 for a liquid.
Such additional peaks are caused by remnants of the lattice
structure and can be readily seen in Fig. 3 for Nm 艌 20.
Next we study the effect of coarse graining on the speed
of sound in the DPD fluid as this will provide an estimate of
compressibility in the coarse-grained DPD system. The isothermal speed of sound is given by
c=

冑

k BT +

4
3

冕

⬁

兩FC共r兲兩g共r兲r3dr

共7兲

0

and can be obtained from the DPD equation of state11
p =  k BT +

FIG. 2. Diffusion coefficient as a function of the coarsening parameter Nm
and mean-square displacements for Nm = 1 and Nm = 100 measured in a large
periodic domain. 共The results are shown in DPD units.兲

22
3

冕

⬁

兩FC共r兲兩g共r兲r3dr,

共8兲

0

where 兩FC共r兲兩 is the magnitude of the conservative force. The
values of the speed of sound given by Eq. 共7兲 as a function of
Nm are plotted in Fig. 4. We note here that c increases ap1/2
.
proximately as Nm
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FIG. 4. Speed of sound c, Poiseuille flow maximum velocity umax 共DPD
units兲, and Mach number M as functions of Nm.

In summary, in this section we have shown that for the
specific periodic system we have examined there seems to be
an artificial solidification taking place for Nm 艌 20 at kBT
= 0.1. It is also in agreement with the findings of Ref. 16
where such solidification was reported for values of the conservative force coefficient a 艌 250 for temperature level
kBT = 1. Using Eq. 共3兲 we find that the corresponding value of
the coarsening parameter is Nm 艌 10, which is more conservative than the limit we established directly here.
IV. WALL-BOUNDED DPD SYSTEMS

We now turn our attention to confined DPD fluid flows.
In particular, we will examine Poiseuille flow with two different models for the effect of the wall: 共a兲 ideal periodic
walls and 共b兲 solid DPD walls. We will investigate for both
cases the effect of the coarse graining by examining similar
quantities as in the previous section.
In the first boundary condition model, we set up two
adjacent counterflowing Poiseuille flows using periodic
boundaries.17 Specifically, a rectangular domain is doubled in
size in the cross flow z direction and the flow is sustained by
applying a body force 共x direction兲 to each particle; the direction of the force is opposite in the two halves of the domains. This periodic Poiseuille flow method 共PPFM兲 produces a flow with uniform density from wall to wall apart
from the statistical fluctuations. The absence of density artifacts makes PPFM useful for studying the bulk Poiseuille
flow 共in the continuum limit兲, i.e., without any density oscillations associated with the presence of solid boundaries. In
the second boundary condition type, we model the walls using layers of frozen DPD particles in combination with
bounce-back reflections.18 Specifically, the solid walls are
modeled by layers of equally spaced particles and the density
of the walls is equal to that of the fluid. To prevent the
penetration of fluid particles into the solid regions, bounceback reflections are applied at the fluid-solid interface. The
method is based on an equivalent force between wall particles and DPD particles to impose the no-slip condition. The
conservative force coefficient of the fluid-solid interactions is

J. Chem. Phys. 124, 184101 共2006兲

FIG. 5. Velocity profiles in Poiseuille flow obtained using the periodic
boundary condition for different levels of coarse graining. 共The results are
shown in MD units.兲

adjusted to achieve no-slip conditions at the walls and desired density level in the middle of the channel.18
We report first results with the ideal walls. We employ
the same domain as described in Sec. II and we double it in
the z direction while a body force F = 0.0085m /  2 is applied in the x direction. The simulations are carried out for
410 000 time steps using the Verlet algorithm while the flow
data are collected over the last 40 000 steps by subdividing
the z direction into bins of size 0.2rc. These results are further averaged over both halves of the domain.
Streamwise velocity profiles for representative values of
the coarsening parameter Nm are shown in Fig. 5. The agreement with incompressible Navier-Stokes solution for Poiseuille flow is good for Nm 艋 5. For Nm = 6 there is a slight
deviation of the computed velocity profile from the analytic
prediction as well as an increase of the temperature inside the
domain 共not shown here兲. For higher Nm, the results differ
significantly from the incompressible Navier-Stokes solution.
In particular, for the velocity profile shown in the figure corresponding to Nm = 9 we fitted a typical non-Newtonian velocity profile of the form umax关1 − 共兩L − z兩 / L / 2兲1/n+1兴 and obtained n = 0.738⬍ 1, typical of polymer solutions.
To understand these results, we consider the scaling of
DPD units of the body force with Nm using an approximate
analysis. Let us ignore, at first, the dependence of the DPD
length scale on the coarse-graining parameter Nm. As noted
in Sec. II the viscosity of the DPD fluid increases approxi2
mately as Nm
. Since the DPD time scale is roughly proportional to the DPD viscosity, we see that, as a first approximation, the DPD unit of force scales as Nm4. Assuming the
validity of the incompressible Poiseuille flow solution, we
obtain that the velocity umax at the center of the channel
2
scales approximately as Nm
. Given that the speed of sound is
1/2
, we obtain that the Mach
roughly only proportional to Nm
3/2
number scales as Nm , thus increasing with Nm. In Fig. 4 we
plot the velocity umax and the Mach number M = umax / c computed without ignoring the dependence of the DPD unit of
length rc on Nm; the computed results are consistent with the
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FIG. 6. Diffusion coefficient 共DPD units兲 for different Nm measured in a
small domain with periodic walls 共shear兲 and with solid walls in Poiseuille
flow. For comparison the diffusion coefficient at zero flow 共equilibrium兲 in a
corresponding periodic domain is also shown.

approximate analysis. Specifically, for Nm ⬎ 5 the Mach
number is greater than 0.15 and hence compressibility effects
start becoming important.
In order to document this point more accurately we also
examine the influence of the domain size in the spanwise y
direction which becomes relatively small for high Nm 共see
Table I兲. To this end, we first repeat the simulations in a
larger domain by increasing the spanwise dimension by four
times, i.e., from 8.55 to 34.2. The results are essentially
the same as in the small domain, and therefore we eliminate
the spanwise size of the domain as a reason for the deviation
of simulation results for large Nm from the incompressible
Poiseuille flow solution. Next, we repeat the simulations
with the body force decreased by 90%, i.e., F
= 0.000 85m /  2. In this case the predicted Mach number is
less than 0.15 共up to Nm 艋 20兲 and the simulation results are
in agreement with the incompressible Poiseuille flow for
Nm 艋 10, that is, we almost double the limit above which
deviations occur by suppressing compressibility effects. This
illustrates one of the limits of the coarse-graining procedure:
due to the specific scaling of the DPD units for large values
of Nm the Mach number may become large and, hence, compressibility effects cause deviations from the incompressible
continuum solutions.
We further coarse grain the system keeping the body
force small so that the Mach number is kept less than 0.15 in
the considered range of Nm values. For Nm ⬎ 10, in both the
small and enlarged domains, large increases in temperature
and relatively small deviations from the parabolic velocity
profile are observed. These effects are likely caused by partial solidification of the DPD system even though the diffusion coefficient remains approximately constant as a result of
shearing 共see Fig. 6兲 in contrast to the open system; no specific crystal structure is observed as we coarse grain the system for Nm 艋 20.
As we have already seen for open systems, the DPD
fluid solidifies at high levels of coarse graining as a result of

FIG. 7. 共Color兲 Crystal structure formed in a small periodic domain for
Nm = 20. A simple cubic 共sc兲 lattice structure is observed for this case.

relatively large magnitude of the conservative force. In addi1/3
tion, the DPD unit of length rc is proportional to Nm
, i.e., it
increases with Nm. Correspondingly, the size of the computational domain in DPD units decreases, as shown in Table I,
in order to maintain constant density. Such a geometric constraint may affect the results when shear is imposed through
the aforementioned PPFM approach or by explicitly imposing the wall no-slip condition. In the absence of the body
force, i.e., in equilibrium simulations in the small periodic
domain, the system behavior also changes with Nm. In Fig. 6
we plot the computed diffusion coefficient D for Nm 艋 20.
There is a sudden drop of D at Nm = 20 due to formation of a
crystal structure inside the domain. The crystal structure
shown in Fig. 7 formed after a long-term time integration,
i.e., approximately 200 000 simulation steps.
Now we report results based on DPD simulations with
the second type of boundary conditions, i.e., the solid walls,
which tend to induce density fluctuations close to the wall.
These fluctuations become larger when the conservative
force parameter a increases as we coarse grain the system. In
Ref. 13 it was found that density fluctuations can affect the
simulation results for Nm as low as 5. The solid-wall induced
layering of DPD particles close to the walls is observed as
we coarse grain the system starting from low levels of Nm.
This facilitates the structuring of the DPD fluid and in equilibrium simulations, similar to the aforementioned ones,
crystallization occurs at Nm = 18. The dependence of the diffusion coefficient D on Nm is presented in Fig. 6; we observe
a sudden drop in D at Nm = 18 for this case.
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V. EFFECT OF THERMOSTATS

So far we have examined effects of coarse graining due
to the conservative coefficient, the Mach number, and the
geometric confinement. Next, we discuss how these results
change if the basic DPD thermostat, consisting of the pair of
dissipative and random forces, changes. We also obtain results with the alternative DPD-Lowe method.
First, we investigate the effects of random force coefficient R on the DPD coarse-graining limits. To this end, we
perform equilibrium simulations in a fully periodic domain
of size 共10rc兲3 with Nm = 20 and R = 3 , 5 , 7. 共For R = 5 and 7
the time step is decreased from 0.02 to 0.01 and 0.005, respectively, to achieve stable simulations with temperature
kBT = 0.1.兲 We found that the computed RDFs are almost
identical, thus the choice of R does not seem to affect the
structure of the DPD fluid. Similarly, the speed of sound
remains constant as R varies; also the volume of the domain, and thus the geometric confinement, is independent
of R.
In order to also consider the effect of temperature on the
DPD fluid structure, we performed simulations at different
temperature levels in the same fully periodic domain of size
共10rc兲3. A DPD fluid was simulated with Nm = 20. The simulations were repeated with fixed R = 3 and ␥ = 450, 45, and
4.5 with corresponding temperature levels at kBT = 0.01, 0.1,
and 1.0, respectively. 共In the simulations with kBT = 0.01 the
time step is decreased to 0.002.兲 We found that the computed
RDFs are unaffected by the temperature chosen in the considered range.
Finally, we considered the DPD-Lowe12 method with the
alternative Andersen-type thermostat that can be tuned by
employing different values of the thermalization parameter
⌫. Equilibrium simulations were carried out in a periodic
domain of size 共10rc兲3 at kBT = 0.1. The time step was set to
0.02 in DPD units and the system was simulated for 12 000
time steps with the statistics collected over the last 2 000
steps. We simulated two extreme cases where the percent of
DPD particles being thermalized at each time step are 1%
and 100% for ⌫ = 0.5 and 50, respectively. Here too, we observed that the computed RDFs for different levels of coarse
graining are the same for both values of ⌫ and are almost
identical to those obtained from the aforementioned DPDVerlet method simulations. This suggests that the structure of
the DPD fluid simulated with the Andersen thermostat is the
same to the one obtained with the standard DPD thermostat.
Therefore, we expect both fluids to solidify at the same level
of coarse graining in equilibrium conditions, which is indeed
the case as we have verified with DPD-Lowe simulations.
There is a significant difference, however, of the DPDLowe method with the standard DPD-Verlet method in nonequilibrium simulations as the former yields fluids with
much larger viscosity. We computed the dynamic viscosity
using the periodic Poiseuille flow method.17 Three values of
⌫ were used in the simulations, ⌫ = 0.5, 25, and 50. The
calculated values of the dynamic viscosity for different
Nm are plotted in Fig. 1 along with the DPD-Verlet fluid
viscosity.
We note that the dynamic viscosity in all cases is higher

FIG. 8. Schmidt number as a function of the coarsening parameter Nm for
DPD-Verlet fluid in a large periodic domain.

than the one in DPD-Verlet simulations. Therefore, the DPD
unit of force is expected to be larger in Lowe than in Verlet
simulations. Consequently, the predicted Mach numbers for
all levels of coarse graining of the Poiseuille system are in
the supersonic regime for ⌫ = 25 and 50! Thus, for ⌫ between
0.5 and 50 compressibility effects are expected to be significantly more pronounced with the DPD-Lowe thermostat than
with the DPD-Verlet thermostat. Finally, we note that the
DPD unit of length does not depend on the choice of thermostat and therefore the geometric constraints in simulations
are the same for both methods.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have considered liquid-state systems both in equilibrium and in Poiseuille flow in order to investigate the fluid
states as a function of the coarse-graining parameter Nm that
expresses how many atoms are packed in a DPD particle. So
far the majority of published work has considered Nm = 1 in
applications although the original developers of DPD advocated coarse-grained versions with Nm ⬎ 1, see Refs. 4, 10,
and 11. In the current work we identified fundamental and
practical limits of coarse graining in DPD due to the following three factors. 共1兲 Solidification of the DPD liquid due to
the increase in the magnitude of the conservative force. 共2兲
Compressibility effects due to the increase of the Mach number in nonequilibrium simulations. 共3兲 Geometry constraints
due to the decrease of size of the computational domain. The
minimum value of Nm set by these limits determines the
maximum level of coarse graining and it depends on the
particular system being simulated. In addition, we investigated the effects of thermostats and observed that the fluid
structure remains basically the same irrespective of the thermostat, i.e., artificial crystallization is often observed above
Nm ⬎ 20.
A modified version of DPD considers local multibody
interactions 共M-DPD兲 in order to restore thermodynamic
consistency in the method.19 For equilibrium systems it has
been shown that M-DPD can extend the upper limit of Nm by
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about an order of magnitude.16 Also, a Voronoi-based lattice
version of DPD 共Ref. 20兲 does not suffer from the aforementioned artifacts, however, it requires the construction of the
Voronoi diagram in three dimensions at every time step
which is tedious and computationally very intensive. We also
note that the artifacts reported in the current work are different than the well-known artifacts attributed to large time
steps in the DPD simulations as has been reported in previous works, e.g., see Ref. 21.
While we have focused our analysis on single-phase liquid systems, it is clear that the observed artifacts have significant adverse consequences on the dynamics of complex
fluids 共e.g., polymers and colloids兲 or other multiphase systems. This is evident by considering the Schmidt number of
one of the systems we have already studied, e.g., the open
large system 共results are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2兲. In Fig. 8
we have plotted the corresponding Schmidt number as a
function of the coarse-graining parameter Nm, computed
based on the viscosity and diffusivity values in Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively. We see that the Schmidt number values change
by at least five orders of magnitude and, in fact, they tend to
infinity for larger values of Nm 共see Fig. 2兲. This, in turn, will
affect dramatically the polymer dynamics as we have observed in simulations of DNA in microchannels,22 where
both the depletion layer and the mean extension are very
sensitive to Schmidt number.
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